Optional Stage 2 Project – Understanding Each Other

You have a choice. You can present your project as:

**a written display**

Using **half a piece of large cardboard, A4 paper or computer PowerPoint presentation**, present your project with information and pictures.

You will need:
* bold bright headings
* pictures – drawn, photocopied or printed
* interesting information on the topic you choose.

**a visual presentation**

You may choose to design a **model or diorama**.

A diorama is an entire landscape in a shoe box (or a box of similar size).

You can create your own little world of model figures that can appear as a freeze frame of an event or anything else you want to create. You can use any craft resources to create the model figures and **background** of your scene (pencils, paint, paper, cardboard, glue, the list is endless!).

This project will be great fun to share with your parents or older siblings. However, you have to make sure you do most of the work and you understand what you are writing or creating.

Now that you have chosen how to present your project, you have another choice to make – what will your project be about?

**The Solar System**

You may choose to focus on 1 planet, the sun, moon or stars; or you may choose to present a project on the whole Solar System.

Information you could present/display may include a description, location, when it/they were discovered (and by who) and any interesting information you discover.

**A Cultural Celebration**

You can choose any celebration from around the world (birthday, wedding, Christmas, Eid, Chinese New Year etc..).

Information you could present/display may include a description, who celebrates, where and when it’s celebrated and any interesting information you discover.

This project is due on your Talking and Listening day in Week 10.

You will discuss and present your project to the class. Remember to prepare this presentation.